Introduction: Cyclops Marine (CML) is a fast growing technology business, the operational supply of
products is ever evolving as we launch new products and have to manage the growing demand of
our existing range.

Job Description

Operations/Supply Chain Manager
Overall Objective

Ensure the operational supply of products are available to align with the sales forecast,
manufactured to the required quality standard.
The role requires a highly organised, engineering focussed candidate who would thrive
in the high growth environment.
Requires an ability to develop process and systems so suit the growing volumes.
Align and thrive within the dynamic culture and values of the business, bringing
positivity to your daily role.

Roles &
Responsibilities

Own the supply chain for CML, ensuring all suppliers are aligned to our plan and are
strategic partners with the business.
Maintain regular supplier assessment, visiting suppliers and clearly define to them
requirements of volume and quality.
Have a rolling plan of cost & quality improvement (this may involve coordinated
supplier change).
Identify and specify opportunities for product improvement working with the product
development team to document and implement changes.
Run the CML MRP system to ensure material supply is well planned to meet forecasted
and actual order requirement, ensuring a seamless supply of product to the expected
high quality.
Work within the defined monthly stocking budget.
Own the Goods-in quality check/validation process, set goals to move the process out
to the supply chain ensuring they are aligned with your validation vision. The process
must be rigorous, traceable and have constant improvement goals.
Manage the Goods-out process to meet the on-time in-full target.
Product manage the custom load pin supply, this may require some customer contact
to define certain specifications.
Manage the company warranty process, working closely with suppliers and the CTO to
meet improvement targets.
Prepare monthly management reports against the specified goals, on occasion joining
the company management meeting to present.
Manage an office-based technician to support delivering the above goals. This may
require managing the recruitment of interns or Kicker Starter employees.
CTO

Reporting to:

Candidate profile
Supply Chain/Operations experience
Project Management experience

Degree qualified, 2.1+ honours

Industrial experience e.g. automotive, electronic, FMCG
Exposure to embedded electronics, software and metrology

Passion for engineering
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